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Vision and mission statement
of the PSP
The PSP has a vision of excellent primary
schooling for all South Africa’s children,
where all educators are highly skilled,
committed and confident, and are well
prepared and resourced to teach.
The PSP’s mission is to improve the
quality of teaching and learning of the
sciences, language, mathematics and the
environment by supporting teachers in
their professional development.

foreword

Teacher professional development
PSP’s work does not stop with beginner teachers. They work holistically with
pupils and their teachers within the school context, writes Zubeida Desai.

Every year, when we, in the Faculty of Education at the University of the Western Cape
(UWC), take leave of our final year B.Ed students and our PGCE students, I remind them
that their learning has just begun as they are about to embark on their teaching careers.
An initial teacher education programme, or pre-service teacher education as it is more
commonly called, is but the beginning of their professional development.
But to what end is this professional development? There are a host of factors that
impact on pupils’ educational success, but the one factor that stands out is the role
of the teacher. As the posters throughout the corridors in UWC’s Faculty of Education
proclaim, “Teachers make a difference.”

“ This (JMP) project
is particularly
significant as the
message it sends out
is that professional
development starts
as you begin your
career.”

Therefore, the form that professional development takes is very important.
As one district director in the WCED recently said, “We are teaching children
not CAPS.”
We need to interrogate the discourse of tests, performance and
ranking, which are increasingly becoming the norm in all places
of learning.

How do we rekindle a love for learning? How do we encourage children to be inquiring and excited about learning? How do we counteract the alienation that many pupils feel as they sit in classrooms unable
to understand the teacher? How do we teach our pupils to be human, to
become who we are in more humane ways – a goal which should be the
aim of any educational endeavour? How do we get our teachers to refrain
from referring to pupils derogatively as “Yips“ (Year in Phase)?
It is against this background that teacher professional development needs to take
place.
One organisation which has consistently been displaying good practice in their professional development activities is the Primary Science Programme (PSP). I therefore feel
particularly honoured to write this foreword to the PSP’s 2014 Annual Report. We in
UWC’s Education Faculty are proud to be partners with the PSP and others in the Joint
Mentorship Project (JMP), which worked closely with beginner teachers from UWC over
many years. This project is particularly significant as the message it sends out is that
professional development starts as you begin your career. In this way, teacher retention
is enhanced as often beginner teachers leave teaching after a few years, because they
feel unsupported. PSP’s work does not stop with beginner teachers. They work holistically with pupils and their teachers within the school context.
Allow me to congratulate PSP on turning 30 in 2014! Allow me to also congratulate
PSP on the sterling work it does at schools. I wish the director, Zorina Dharsey, and her
team well for the next 30 years and beyond.
k Zubeida Desai is Dean of Education at the University of the Western Cape.
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chairman’s report

PSP educational support continues
Donald Campbell, outgoing chairman of the PSP, reports on a ‘passionate’
staff and healthy finances at PSP.

We are happy and fortunate to be able to report that the PSP continues to provide very
much needed educational support to primary school teachers in the Western Cape. We are
happy because our staff remains just as passionate as ever about their occupation, and we
are also experiencing continuing enthusiasm for our services from the teachers we connect
with.
We are fortunate because we have so far remained financially stable despite a significantly deteriorating funding climate in South Africa.
We believe that this funding slump has arisen mainly because of the uncertain
economic situation, but perhaps there is also a doubt in the public’s mind about the
practical effectiveness of non-government organisations. This doubt would certainly
not apply to the PSP because we can, and do, provide convincing statistical evidence
of the positive impact of our programmes on the teachers and their pupils in the
relevant primary schools. (Please see page 8 for ‘Monitoring and Evaluation’ summary
figures.)

Donald Campbell

“ We operate in an
area where there is
an urgent need to
improve the quality of
education – not only
technically, but also
in the stimulation of
curiosity …”

Because we specialise in science and mathematics, we operate in an area where there is an
urgent need to improve the quality of education; not only in the technical aspect but also
in the stimulation of curiosity and deeper learner interest in these subjects from the early
years. All our programmes are designed to achieve this.
Financially we have continued to improve our situation during the 2014 year, having
achieved increases over the previous year in both gross revenue and net surplus.
Our net unrestricted reserves have increased from R3,362,196 to R3,901,347. Our firm aim
is to eventually become financially self-sustainable, but in the meantime we continue to
need generous support from existing as well as new funders. Last, but by no means least,
we wish to express our thanks to our dedicated and hard-working staff.
k Donald Campbell has been the chairman of the PSP from 1999 until his retirement in
2014.

Thank you, Donald
Donald Campbell retired as PSP chairperson in
December 2014 after 15 years of dedicated and
skilful leadership.
He paid careful attention to all financial matters,
and generously gave his time in supporting
management and guiding Trustees on important
issues.
We are very grateful to him for his long-standing
service and his deep care about the PSP’s work in
the community.
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director’s report

Teach our children well …
Teachers are the single most important factor in learning in schools,
writes Zorina Dharsey.

Extensive research shows that children who have access
to highly qualified, knowledgeable and competent
teachers achieve at a higher rate, regardless of other
factors. While there have been many initiatives in the
education system in South Africa, we believe not enough
attention has been given to the teacher as the critical
component of teaching and learning, for transformation
to take root. PSP’s dedication and commitment over many
years in supporting teachers in improving their science
and mathematics content knowledge and teaching
practice in the classroom, speaks directly to this need.

adjustment to the
school environment and set in
place good practice
(Joint Mentorship
Project)
• Quality classroom resources
and materials to enhance teaching and learning.

Zorina Dharsey

In 2014, more than 1,900 teachers from over 200
disadvantaged primary schools were reached by PSP’s
programmes, benefiting more than 100,000 learners
across several education districts.

The quality of teacher’s content knowledge has recently
come strongly into focus through studies conducted with
mathematics teachers. The studies highlight teachers’
poor knowledge levels in the critical subjects of mathematics and science, and the impact this has on learning.

PSP’s staff base expanded in 2014 with the appointment
of a new fundraising manager, Zoe Wilkinson. We also
have the benefit of a part-time sales and marketing executive for a six-month period to work with the fundraising
team to promote sales of PSP’s teaching materials as a
self-generating source of income.

Teachers need to develop and intensify the depth and
breadth of their subject knowledge, attitudes and
pedagogical skills so that they can respond to children’s
specific needs in order to support and advance learning.

Our work continues to extend its reach and benefits.
The project cycles for the Cluster Project and the Joint
Mentorship Project (JMP) were concluded successfully
during 2014 and further requests were immediately
followed up and new project cycles with new sets of
schools and teachers were set up.

Effective professional development programmes that have
been found to directly affect teaching knowledge and
classroom practice include the following components:
• Grounding in subject matter and content
• Extensive engagement with teachers
• Building on existing knowledge
• Involving teams of teachers from the same school.

I remain sincerely appreciative of our generous funding
partners, whose active involvement, critical engagement
and ongoing trust and support inspires us to continually
improve our own practice.

PSP has strategically integrated its teacher support
programmes to include these critical elements in order to
assist teachers in providing quality primary mathematics,
science and language education. PSP’s team of highly
qualified and experienced education specialists deliver
critical school support and provide expert and tailored
solutions through its core work.
• Training courses for teachers to improve and deepen
content knowledge and practical teaching strategies
(Innovation Project)
• Hands-on classroom guidance and teacher support
to build skills and confidence (Cluster Project)
• Mentorship of first-time teachers to fast-track their

PSP also offers grateful thanks to school principals and
teachers who regularly attend PSP’s training workshops
in their own time; PSP’s dedicated team of facilitators; the
PSP Advisory Committee for their ready assistance, and
the Board of Trustees for their continued guidance and
support. We are especially grateful to Donald Campbell
who so expertly served as PSP’s Chairperson since 1999.
We look forward to further growth and development in
2015.
k Zorina Dharsey is the Director of the PSP.
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Devastating cris

Matric results
a disaster, says
minister

Education system faces ‘many challenges’

PSP’s work in context

State education in Sa – suffer the children
m
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The release and analysis of the matric results each year is a national
highlight, and along with reports on the Annual National Assessments,
usually spark a flurry of activity in many quarters. Critics are quick to point to
the “deplorable” and “ineffective system of education”, while “deeply concerned”
academics, economists and politicians, loudly proclaim their dissatisfaction with the lack of
improvement overall and, in particular, in the critical subjects of maths and science.

Opposition spokesman
‘despairs’ of matric results

Education in South Africa
in serious trouble

The “devastating crisis” in education should perhaps not only be viewed in political and economic
terms, but also in the disastrous loss of human potential. Poor education means generations of
youth are not granted the opportunity to develop and are destined to forever languish at the
bottom of the skills heap. Unemployed and unemployable, millions of our youth are unable to
participate as active, contributing members of society.

Te
a

Zorina Dharsey reflects on the ‘education crisis’ and
explains the context in which the PSP works.
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The annual furore about results usually draws out a range of “novel” approaches to
address the problems in education, each promising to be the “ultimate” scheme for
improving teaching and learning in South African schools. Sadly, soon after these quick
fixes materialise, they fall by the wayside, leaving huge losses of investment, both financially and human, in their wake and resulting in more confusion and disruption in schools.
The quality of teaching is often listed as one among the many shortcomings in education.
The PSP understands that more than any other issue, teachers and the quality of their effort
in classrooms every day, is the most critical factor in education.
For many years PSP has steadfastly advocated ongoing training and classroom support
for in-service teachers as the most effective strategy for genuine and lasting change
and development in the education system.
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Transforming advocacy into action: the PSP has, from as far back as 1984, responded consistently and constructively to the crises in education. Through its comprehensive training and support
programmes, it invests substantially in resources, time and expertise in assisting primary school
teachers to develop professionally in ways that can make a lasting difference in education.
ort
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INNOVATION PROJECT
PSP believes ongoing training and support, and collaborative engagement
with teachers can produce genuine change and development. PSP understands
that there are no quick fixes or easy solutions to the challenges facing education.
PSP acknowledges teachers are lifelong learners who are in need of regular
training and support to keep abreast of the latest knowledge developments
and innovative teaching strategies.
PSP’s Innovation Project presents short, targeted courses in Language,
Mathematics, Natural Sciences & Technology, Social Sciences and Environmental
Education. This helps schools and teachers cope with specific challenges
in implementing the new CAPS curriculum. The topics for courses are
decided upon with teachers at the Annual Mass Planning Forum
held in October each year. Last year’s planning meeting drew
a record crowd of over 250 teachers, education officials
and funders.
Courses for assisting School Management Teams
(SMTs) in facilitating teacher professional development
and managing the curriculum at their schools, were
proposed at the meeting for the 2015 Innovation Course
Programme.
Schools have come to rely on PSP for their training and
curriculum support needs. PSP is pleased that the Innovation Project has developed into a valuable institution for
enabling the professional development of teachers from schools
in Philippi, Langa, Nyanga, Khayelitsha, Guguletu, Delft, Mfuleni,
Hanover Park, Manenberg and Mitchell’s Plain.

Schools rely on PSP for training and curriculum support
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“ I recommend these
workshops to all teachers.
It’s motivating, and you
develop to further your
teaching career. I’ve learnt
how to make my own
resources and gained new
strategies for keeping
discipline.” – Grade 5
teacher, Montague
Primary

CLUSTER PROJECT
PSP understands that teachers face definite challenges
in the classroom. PSP operates constructively, providing focused practical training and intensive classroom
support to help teachers build their subject knowledge
and improve their teaching skills in critical subjects of
Language, Mathematics, and Natural Sciences.
PSP’s commitment to teachers extends over many
years, and acknowledges and understands that teachers
need time and support as they work towards improving their
practice.

“ I had a fixed set
of beliefs about
how to teach
and manage
a classroom.
However, the
conference exposed
me to more
efficient ways of
being a teacher.”
– Grade 6 teacher,
Hazeldene Primary

The 2013–2014 PSP Cluster Project closed successfully
at the end of the third term in 2014. It offered Foundation Phase
Mathematics and Intermediate Phase Natural Sciences & Technology
training and support to teachers at 18 urban and rural schools in the North,
Overberg and Cape Winelands Education Districts.
PSP’s monitoring and evaluation processes show significant improvement in maths
and science teaching and learning in these 18 schools over a two-year period. (See page 8
for details.)
Meetings and negotiations with various districts followed during the fourth term of 2014
which facilitated the setup of a new Cluster Project for 2015 – 2016. Fifteen schools in the
North and Overberg Education Districts have committed to participation.

“ I didn’t train to teach NS, but after PSP courses, I am confident in
teaching NS. Their examples are practical and the course itself is
valuable and exciting.” – Grade 6 teacher, Marconi Beam Primary
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MENTORSHIP PROJECT
PSP understands that collective and positive action from
stakeholders can bring about genuine improvement and
lasting change. PSP collaborates with education organisations and institutions to provide high quality training
and support to teachers through its training programmes.
PSP understands teaching and learning are practical
activities. For this reason, training workshops focus on
engaging teachers in hands-on activities that they can do
with learners. PSP’s training courses combine practical activity
with theoretical reflection to promote understanding.
PSP also understands the need for teachers to be supported in the
classroom as they implement practical teaching strategies which may be
unfamiliar to them. PSP provides intensive school support to help them implement
practical teaching in context, and to help them tackle classroom issues that affect day-to-day
teaching and learning processes.
The second cycle of the Joint Mentorship Project that spanned 2013–2014, provided mentorship
and support for first-time teachers to implement curriculum requirements; organise learning
in the classroom and manage administrative tasks; understand the culture of the school, and
engage in on-going professional development. The objective of this new phase was to upscale
the existing model to reach more first-time teachers, and to embed the JMP within the school to
the benefit of more first-time teachers and their learners.
More than 60 new teachers benefited from the JMP, of which 24 teachers were supported intensively in the classroom once a month.
In March 2014, the PSP’s “Teach Smart: A practical guide for first-time teachers and for schools”
was launched. This handbook effectively captures the learnings of the pilot project.

“ Dit was baie
behulpsaam
om te sien
hoe ander
opvoeders
begrippe aan
leer … het my
laat besef dat
ek ook tot meer
in staat is.” –
Grade 1 teacher,
Protea Primary

Going forward
Research shows that high poverty levels in communities
generate specific challenges for teaching and learning in
schools. PSP therefore continuously strives:
• To deepen its understanding of the impacts of
poverty on what happens in classrooms every day,
giving attention to issues on the ground that teachers
have to contend with, such as learning difficulties,
challenges with discipline and large classes, and
teaching in multilingual and multi-cultural classes.
• To deepen its understanding of the effects of high
levels of poverty, crime, violence and all forms of
abuse on teaching and learning, and how to structure
training and support for teachers so that they can
provide children with the kind of learning experiences
that are helpful.
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Reach and results
The PSP uses a set of tools to rigorously monitor the impact of
its work with teachers and schools.

The set of tools track:
• Improvements in learner results
The PSP obtains information from the national benchmarking tests,
the ANAs (Annual National Assessments), and the provincial systemic
tests in its long-term projects to establish a baseline for its work in schools,
and to further provide ongoing comparison in relation to training and support
inputs.
• Improvements in teacher content knowledge
Well-designed pre- and post-tests in Language, Natural Sciences & Technology and
Mathematics helps the PSP:
– Identify and target misunderstandings and misconceptions in key content;
– Establish how much new knowledge teachers acquired; and
– Guide teachers with developing meaningful assessments by providing excellent
examples.
• Trends in teacher attendance of training workshops
PSP maintains a data base to carefully monitor teacher attendance. PSP uses the
information to identify subjects and topics teachers experience most difficulty
teaching. This helps the PSP provide guidance and focused support to teachers.
• Improvements in planning, preparation and teaching
Classroom observation schedules help the PSP facilitators reflect with teachers on
their classroom practice.
• Improvements in the use of teaching and learning resources
Classroom observation schedules also help PSP facilitators monitor teachers’ effective
use of resources to engage children in learning.
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“ I was struggling
to teach this
topic because of
terminology like
‘Kingdoms’ in
animals and plants,
but now I’m clear
with everything.
The workshop was
fruitful, organised
and helpful. All
activities were clear
and understandable.”
– Grade 7 teacher,
Dunoon Primary

The graph below serves as an example of how the PSP tracks knowledge improvements and identifies
critical focus areas for intervention.

Natural sciences pre- and post test results in the cluster project over two years

The summary table below gives an overall view of the reach and results of PSP’s work in various projects
with schools, teachers and learners for 2014.

Summary figures and stats across projects
Projects

Innovation
Cluster
District
JMP
HOEP
TOTALS

Number
of
training
courses

Number
No of
of
schools
workshop
hours

No of
teachers

49
40
17
7
–

170
160
60
50
–

78
18
70
15
–

690
339
209
72
42

113

440

181

1,352

Knowledge
No of
improvement class
visits

27.75%
22.5%
21.8%
–
18%
Average
22.5%
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No of
hours
for class
visits

–

Directly
benefiting
learners

Indirectly
benefiting
learners

55,200
27,120
18,810
4,320
2,520
107,970

–
76
–
220
20

–
1,320
80

–
20,340
–
1,200
830

316

1,945

22,370

545
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Teachers need a variety of resources and
equipment to help children learn
The PSP develops and provides innovative and accessible teacher support materials, as well as
a range of resources to enhance teaching and learning in the classroom.
Primary Science Programme (PSP)

Primary Science Programme (PSP)

NatuurweteNskappe

& tegNologie

oNderwysersboek

ENERGIE & VERANDERING
EN stElsEls & bEhEER

KABV

graad 5

E&C5AFRcover 014.indd 3

19/09/2014 11:49

Teachers are resourceful
Teachers regularly use a range of materials, resources and a variety of textbooks,
newspapers, reference books and the Internet, to plan their lessons. They also use
inactive whiteboards, computers and projectors, mathematics and science equipment,
and recycled material, as they implement their lessons in the classroom.
Many teachers PSP works with, demonstrate that they are amazingly resourceful and
creative, transforming cardboard boxes into spaceships, stones into animals, plastic
bottles into filter funnels and beakers, and cardboard tubes into telephones. These
innovative teachers show that they do not always need the most expensive
equipment to help children learn well.
PSP materials
To further assist teachers with specific subject content, the PSP
develops specialised resources which offer teachers guidance
with implementing the latest curriculum as well as support with
assessing children’s learning. The latest Natural Sciences &
Technology books that are available, are the Energy &
Change CAPS-aligned guides for Intermediate Phase (Grades
4–6) teachers.
In addition, quality mathematics
and science kits were provided
to Cluster Project schools
to promote teaching and
learning in Foundation
Phase Mathematics and
Intermediate Phase Natural
Sciences & Technology.
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Exciting new materials launched
‘TeachSmart: A practical guide to success for first-time
teachers and for schools’, was launched in 2014

In March 2014, the PSP launched a handbook for novice teachers. Hailed
as the first of its kind in South Africa, TeachSmart – a practical guide
for first-time teachers and for schools. The handbook is packed with
information, ideas and handy tips on classroom strategies, with models
of lesson plans, sample teaching aids, school policy templates, and advice
on induction programmes. Over 1000 copies were sold in the first quarter
after the handbook was launched.

IndIgenous Knowledge and scIence

Grade 6

The PSP has developed a series of three project books for Intermediate
Phase learners. These books deal with Indigenous Knowledge and
Science, which is required in the new CAPS curriculum. The practical
activities in these books are designed to introduce children to how
indigenous cultures in South Africa used and developed fundamental
technologies, which we still use in modern society.

Learner activities in this book
n Look at dried yeast
n How can we make yeast grow?

n Use fermentation to make
ginger beer

n Why is fermentation important
to people in Africa?

n Which foods does yeast like to
grow on?

n Investigate fermentation

n Using yeast to make bread
dough rise

1

primary science programme
Project Ferment.indd 1

NATURAL SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY

Learning about
traditional fermentation

(psp)
06/05/2015 14:46
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Core staff of the PSP
PSP acknowledges with deep gratitude the valuable contribution of the
dedicated group of special individuals who labour tirelessly and diligently in the
interests of promoting quality teaching and learning in all the schools we work with.

Sandra Rossouw (Rural Co-ordinator and Science & Maths Facilitator); Nandi Kalipa (Workshops Assistant); Florence February
(Foundation Phase Facilitator); Gcobisa Mbili (Office Manager); Zorina Dharsey (Director); Nocawe Malatse (Foundation Phase
Facilitator); Novosti Buta (Science and Maths Facilitator); Nadiema Gamieldien (Science and Maths Facilitator); Mascha Ainslie
(Part-time Co-ordinator Materials Development and Consultant to the PSP); Ntombi Mahlangu (Assistant Fundraiser);
SEATED: Rose Thomas (Science and Materials Consultant). INSERT: Zoe Wilkinson (Fundraising Manager).

PSP said a fond farewell to
Gcobisa Mbili after 18 years of
outstanding and dedicated service.
Gcobisa played a critical role in the
growth and development of the
organisation over the years.
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The PSP Advisory Committee
The PSP Advisory Committee consists of highly experienced and respected teachers. PSP is grateful for their
important contribution and benefits tremendously from their sage advice and guidance at termly meetings.
They offer vital assistance, helping PSP focus on what teachers need most in their professional development.

The PSP Advisory Committee members are,
clockwise from top left: Solomzi Mfunda,
Imbasa Primary, Crossroads; Mohamed Kriel,
Surrey Primary, Surrey Estate; Ntombizodwa
Nxawe, Lwandle Primary, Khayelitsha;
Xoliswa Stetyana, Ikwezi Lesizwe Primary,
Khayelitsha; Arthur Philander, Primrose
Park Primary, Manenberg; Nonkosi Kaleni,
Nomlinganiselo Primary, New Crossroads;
Nomakhaya Mbeki, Ntwasahlobo Primary,
Site B, Khayelitsha;

The board of Trustees consists of
esteemed individuals who provide
oversight and strategic guidance
to the PSP. We are grateful for their
ongoing dedication, commitment
and sacrifice of time and effort.
Zorina Dharsey: PSP Director; Mascha
Ainslie: Trustee: Part-time Consultant to
PSP; Donald Campbell: Chairman until
December 2014: Chartered Accountant
& Retired Murray & Roberts Executive;
Mthunzi Nxawe: in-coming PSP Chairman:
Publisher, Maths and Science; Jane
Coombe: Trustee: Stellar Programme
Manager: Wordworks; Dr Gillian Arendse:
Trustee: Head: The Centre for Mentor,
Tutor and Leadership Development
(MTL) – University of Stellenbosch.
Seated: Mamosa Dlothi: Chief Financial
Accountant: Old Mutual; Gcobisa Mbili;
PSP Office Manager.
Insert: Lynne Matthews: Trustee: Former
director of the Shuttleworth Foundation.
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PSP

anniversary

Breakfast celebration – 30 years and counting …
PSP HELD a special event to celebrate its 30 years of involvement with
schools, teachers and learners in promoting maths and science education at
primary level.

We were delighted to invite many long-standing funders and friends, as well as
new supporters, to celebrate the occasion with us on Thursday 13 November 2014
at the Edith Stephens Wetland Park.
This anniversary event marked an important milestone in the PSP’s existence. It is
testament to the many years of teacher development services provided to teachers
and schools located in some of the most disadvantaged areas of the Western Cape.
The event was an opportunity to share our achievements with funders, principals,
teachers and other supporters. We also used the opportunity to launch PSP’s new
“Voice of the Teachers” film, a short, four-minute video showcasing our work with
schools and teachers and the benefits and impacts over the years.
We are extremely grateful to everyone who attended, and who’s support has been
key to the success and development of the PSP. We are also thankful to Eugene
Daniels, Education Consultant: Deloitte Consulting, for the key note address, and
his wonderful validation of PSP’s important contribution to education through
teacher professional development.
The occasion was also used to pay tribute to and take leave of Donald Campbell,
PSP Board Chairperson of 15 years. The PSP would remain committed to its vision
and mission under his excellent and caring stewardship. Mthunzi Nxawe, an
academic and a publisher in Maths and the Sciences, is well known in education
circles, and has stepped into the role as the new chairperson. We are working
closely with him to expand and further strengthen the work and contribution
of the PSP.

A special plaque was
presented to Donald
Campbell who so expertly
served as PSP’s Chairperson
since 1999.
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Friends and colleagues gathered
at Edith Stephens Wetland Park in
November last year to celebrate
30 years of PSP collaboration with
schools in the Western Cape in
advancing education and teaching
in science and mathematics.

Thembizodwa Nxawe, deputy head of
Lwandle Primary School in Khayelitsha,
represented the ‘voice of the teacher’ and
gave a presentation on how the PSP impacts
on teachers in the classroom.

Florence February, PSP Foundation Phase
facilitator, and Nomakhaya Mbeki from the PSP
Advisory Committee, enjoyed the occasion.
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psp finances

Extracts from the Annual Financial Statements 2014 for the year ended 31 December
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psp finances

Extracts from the Annual Financial Statements 2014 for the year ended 31 December
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psp finances

Extracts from the Annual Financial Statements 2014 for the year ended 31 December
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psp finances

Extracts from the notes to the Annual Financial Statements 2014 for the year ended 31 December
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parners and donors

Acknowledging PSP partners and donors
The generous and enthusiastic encouragement and support from
our donors has enabled the PSP to plan and implement greatly needed
projects. We are extremely grateful to them all.

1. ABAX FOUNDATION
2. ANGLO AMERICAN CHAIRMAN’S FUND
3. APEX HI CHARITABLE TRUST
4. AVNET KOPP (PTY) LTD
5. BIDVEST
6. BRIMSTONE
7. CITY OF CAPE TOWN
8. CLAUDE LEON FOUNDATION
9. COMMUNITY CHEST
10. CORONATION FUND MANAGERS
11. DUTCH FUNDER
12. FRANK JACKSON FOUNDATION
13. FUTURE GROWTH ASSET MANAGERS
14. HOLLARD INSURANCE

PSP contact details

15. INVESTEC CHARITABLE TRUST

Western Cape Primary Science Programme (PSP)

16. NATIONAL LOTTERY DISTRIBUTION TRUST FUND

Edith Stephens Wetland Park

17. OPPENHEIMER MEMORIAL TRUST

Govan Mbeki Road, Philippi 7785

18. PRIVATE DONATIONS

PO Box 24158, Lansdowne 7779

19. ROLF STEPHAN NUSSBAUM FOUNDATION

South Africa

20. SWISS RE LIFE & HEALTH

Tel: + 27 (0)21 691 9039

21. WERKSMANS

email: info@psp.org.za

22. WINGS OF SUPPORT

website: www.psp.org.za

The PSP collaborates with many organisations and institutions in the
field. We thank them for their time and expertise, which enriches our
programmes and enhances the quality of our work with teachers.

BRIDGE; City of Cape Town; Cape Teaching and Leadership Institute (CTLI);
EDUMEDIA of the Western Cape Education Department; EE Friends (Environmental
Education); Inclusive Education South Africa (IESA); Iziko Museums of South Africa;
Leap Schools; Marine and Coastal Educators’ Network (MCEN); EnviroKids; South
African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI); Schools Development Unit, UCT;
Siyavula Education (Pty) Ltd; Share-Net; South African Astronomical Observatory
(SAAO); The West Coast Fossil Park in Langebaan; University of Kentucky, USA;
University of the Western Cape (UWC); Western Cape Education Department
(WCED); Young Professional Experts (YPE).
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